


Behold a spectacle of color and wonder as we present Printskari, a 

3-Piece Unstitched Lawn collection that serves to inspire with each 

piece and every ensemble. The meticulously crafted assortment that 

awaits you with Printskari Unstitched Lawn takes inspiration from 

every corner of the world, from English flora to Roman architecture, 

and even playful tropical flowers.

 

Expect both soft and vibrant hues, rendered in Adan Libas aesthetic 

and crafted along the softest and purest cottons, as you explore the 

masterpieces that await you in this enchanting collection. Prepare 

to fall in love, as if for the first time, as you lay your eyes on exquisite 

prints enriched with intricate schiffli embroidery, and dazzling 

printed chiffon dupattas.







Verdant

01Vaunt the experimental cuts to grace your wardrobes this season. Wear the 
unconventional patterns as the brand’s signature identity in colors that fall in 
the categories of crisp, muted, bright and easy on the eyes. Sift through our 
current series to find your wardrobe favorite for the spell.









02 These colors are infused with feminine embroideries to bring forth striking 
combinations, which are irresistible and impressive. Women of all ages and 

walks of life can select the perfect ensemble for themselves through this 
collection according to their style preference and fashion needs.

 Prismatic









Long layers that drape on the body are the season’s predominant silhouette, for the 
women who desire comfort and effortless looks to dominate their wardrobes.



03

Exquisite





04 Marking the new season, we have launched this up-to-date collection to unveil 
a truly majestic assortment of ensembles. These options are in line with the 
magnificence that is at the heart of the brand. So, this upcoming spell brace 
yourselves for a one-of-a-kind summer wear that presents an eclectic mix of 

ensembles you will surely not find anywhere else! 





enlivening 





Splendid tint 





Beatific 

05Grab your latest dressing option from this collection which features perfect 
combinations of colors and designs in comfortable fabrics to transform any day 
into a special one.





06This season celebrate your individuality with our apparel collection that gives 
more choices with expressive colors and styles. An effortless yet uber chic flair 
with modern fluid shapes that meet bold hues for the season’s most trending 
looks.

Celestial 



Celestial 













07 There is no denying the charm of eastern-wear, which brings out femininity with 
a distinct elegance. This is accentuated further with our styling fluidities on 

superior fabric and meticulously selected colors; to assemble everything into a 
classic attire.





08As exotic and playful as the landscapes around us. This ensemble brings 
forward impressive composition that has uber chic style elements. The 
collection features casual chic designs that are synonymous with luxury and 
comfort to wrap yourself up in style!





Euphoric







09Our summer collection is perfect for creating fashion-forward signature styles.  
our show-stopping selection of fabrics like Swiss Voile put on  a beautiful 
display of vivacious hues, innovative patterns and incandescent appeals.

Glorious race



Glorious race







10Our summer collection is perfect for creating fashion-forward signature styles.  
our show-stopping selection of fabrics like Swiss Voile put on  a beautiful 
display of vivacious hues, innovative patterns and incandescent appeals.

Sensational 



Sensational 



11We bring the fashion that is just right for you and make it accessible to you 
through our meticulously crafted attires that offer a classic appeal. Our 
collection is not superficial; it is for the discerning women balancing their 
responsibilities.

Exclusive attires









Irresistible



12We bring the fashion that is just right for you and make it accessible to you 
through our meticulously crafted attires that offer a classic appeal. Our 
collection is not superficial; it is for the discerning women balancing their 
responsibilities.








